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TERMS
How are these terms related? How to define them? How to group them?
Cover image: https://hangingtogether.org/?p=7135





























Hodge’s classification of KOS (2000)
KOS: Knowledge Organization Systems
KOS
























§ Wikipedia. Glossary 








Dictionary. Books & 
parts of books. 
SMART Vocabulary: 
related words and 
phrases. 
§ Words
§ Group of words
§ Hierarchy not set 
up
§ Relationships are 
not defined
§ Related words 
(*new feature?)


















• Subject headings: vocabularies of 
controlled terms, which represent 
the subject of items in a collection, 
and include rules to combine such 
terms into compound headings. –
ISKO Encyclopedia of Knowledge Organization
• Subdivisions: topical, 
geographic, chronological, form
• E.g., Medical Subject Headings 





• If equivalence and associative 
relationships are added, it 







hierarchy in LCSH; 
• User friendly; no 
need to construct 
headings;
• Search FAST: 
http://fast.oclc.org/searc
hfast/



























§ Classification schemes: hierarchical 
and faceted arrangements of numerical or 
alphabetical notations, which are used for 
representing broad topics and usually 
conceived as universal systems (i.e. 
covering all fields of knowledge). – ISKO 
Encyclopedia of Knowledge Organization
§ E.g., Dewey Decimal Classification 
System (DDC)
§ 10 classes
§ Hierarchical; how many levels?
§ Example
§ 600 Technology (Applied sciences) 
§ 630 Agriculture and related 
technologies 
§ 636 Animal husbandry 








§ Subtopics in 
alphabetical lists 
(letter + number)
§ Hierarchical, but 
some subtopics are 
alphabetical




• Taxonomy, in a broad sense 
the science of classification, but 
more strictly the classification of 
living and extinct organisms—i.e., 
biological classification.               
-- Britannica
• taxis (“arrangement”) 
• nomos (“law”), Greek word
• Taxonomies (historically 
associated to biological 
classifications): any ordered 
grouping of items based on 
particular features.                      
– ISKO Encyclopedia of Knowledge 
Organization 
(https://www.isko.org/cyclo/kos)
Linnaean Classification System: Classification 


















Taxonomy in Digital 
Commons
§ Disciplines: Digital 
Commons Three-Tiered 

















ISKO Encyclopedia of 
Knowledge 
Organization








§ Semantic networks: 
systems where 
terms/concepts are 
modelled like in a 
network of variable 
relationship types; 
richer than thesauri 
in defining categories 
or semantic types 
and semantic 
relations. – ISKO 
Encyclopedia of Knowledge 
Organization







§ Expressed in semantic 
triples
§ E.g., Wordnet 
§ https://wordnet.princet
on.edu/
§ an open-access lexical-
semantic data base
§ Nouns, verbs, adjectives 
and adverbs are grouped 
into sets of cognitive 
synonyms (synsets)
§ Synsets are interlinked 
by means of conceptual-





§ Ontologies: formal, 
explicit specification of a 
shared conceptualization 
(Gruber 1993). 
§ Usually consist of complex 
relations between entities, 
include rules and axioms 




instances.  – ISKO Encyclopedia 
of Knowledge Organization









§ BIBFRAME (Bibliographic 
Framework) 
§ Linked data model
https://www.loc.gov/bibframe/docs/bi

















































<rdfs:label>Personality and life crisis factors in nurse drug users</rdfs:label>
<bflc:titleSortKey>Personality and life crisis factors in nurse drug 
users</bflc:titleSortKey>




§ Project purpose, needs 
assessment, creators, users
§ Literature research, information 
gathering
§ Survey existing term lists, 
keywords/tags, subjects, 
taxonomies, thesauri etc.
§ Research existing projects, 
examples












§ Design and building
§ To decide on taxonomy structures
§ Hierarchies
§ Facets
§ Organize terms: 
§ Sort into big categories (top terms);
§ Start from 10-20;
§ Analyze gaps, modify/add/delete
Materials in this section is mainly from 
Taxonomies for Indexing: A Hands-On 




§ Term structure and relationships
§ Hierarchical relationships: broader, 
narrower terms (BT, NT)




§ Creating hierarchies: depth, breadth, 
arrangement, grouping categories
§ Polyhierarchical relationship: can 




§ Preferred term (thesaurus notation: Use)
§ NonPreferred term (thesaurus notation: 
Used for, UF)
§ When to use: synonyms, slang, lexical 
variants (spelling, grammar variations)
§ Scope notes (SN): indicate meaning, 
restriction, range, instruction, use only as 
needed
§ Associative relationships: related terms (RT), 
cousins
§ Terms related conceptually but not 
hierarchically, not equivalent 




















§Built for Faceted navigation
§Examples: 
§Art & Architecture Thesaurus 
(AAT) facets
§ Associated Concepts, 
Physical Attributes, Styles 






















§ More about terms
§ Term format
§ Short and simple; 
§ Grammatical issues
§ Nouns and noun phrases (e.g., adj. + n. 
– Art history, n. + prep. +n – History of 
Art)
§ Verbs: gerund form -- Fishing
§ Adjectives: rare; can be combined with 
another term
§ Adverbs: no, except as part of a proper 
name






§ Singular and plural forms
§ Plural form for count nouns: animals, 
books
§ Singular form for mass nouns: oxygen
§ Exceptions: unique entities -- singular, 
user warrant – plural/singular (e.g., 
fishes)
§ Spelling
§ Alternative spelling in the same taxonomy 
(if needed), NonPreferred Term for 
secondary spelling
§ Abbreviations and acronyms
§ Use only when full form is rarely seen –
DNA, LASER







§ Use all lower case, except for: Initialisms, Proper 
names, Trade names etc.; differs in practice
§ Punctuation: parentheses (use to 
disambiguate), hyphens (only when necessary), 
diacritical marks (keep if possible), apostrophes 
(keep for possessive case)
§ Compound terms vs. factored terms
§ Compound terms (precoordinated, put together at 
indexing stage)
§ Factored terms (postcoordinated, put together at 
search stage)
§ To factor or not: is each factor a single concept? Is 
each factor in your thesaurus/list? Will factoring be 
confusing? (e.g., Philosophy library)










§ Content management systems 
provide ways of adding and 
presenting 
categories/tags/taxonomies (e.g., 
Wordpress), subjects and tags (e.g., 
Omeka)
§ Thesaurus software
§ MultiTes, Data Harmony 






§ Creation of a Tag Library
§ Folksonomy: users provide tags to online 
resources, rich/diverse, flat, lack of 
semantic relations
§ Tags: can be concepts, categories, facets, 
entities; can define time, space, concepts, 
characters...
§ Tag Library helps users to apply tags and 
classify documents/resources
§ Methods: Using semantic dictionary to 
compare and standardize tags, user 
annotation control, tag recommendation, 
optimum selection of user tags
§ Auto-categorization
§ Preprocessing, training set, test set, tag 
cleaning, tag standardization
§ Algorithms: Vector Space Model, Naive 
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